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The Taxing-Service Requirement management System (TSRMS for short below.) 
is an information system used to manage the taxpayers’ taxing-service demands by 
electrical means. The purpose is to make good use of the existed resources, refine the 
management of taxing-service demands, take effective communication with taxpayers, 
provide customized service to taxpayers, all for boosting the taxing-service level of a 
province State Tax Bureau. 
The whole course of analyzing and designing is organized and managed 
according to the traditional waterfall pattern of software engineer. The clue used to 
order contents of each chapter is the business processing procedure----accumulating, 
allocating, processing, Service Quality Checking. The principle for function design is 
descending the taxpayers’ using difficulty as possible. So, a demand will go through 
four steps on TSRMS in sequence in its lifecycle: registering, allocating, responding 
and processing and service quality checking. And during the session, it is unnecessary 
for the taxpayer to concern which section and who will deal with his demand. As 
extensively collecting the demands as possible is the key for making best using of the 
TSRMS. For this, TSRMS offers taxpayers two ways to gather taxpayers’ 
demand----the online one, through a province State Tax Bureau’s website, and the 
offline one, through the other non-electronic service windows ----to send in their 
demands. Furthermore, for tax bureau, there are several active forms: holding meeting 
with taxpayer, making phone call to taxpayers, doing service at taxpayers’ workspace 
and so on TSRMS will record the procedure in very details. Alarm is set on every step 
to remaid the related official to do his assignment in time. 
In addition to powerful query-statistics and efficiency-analysis functionality, 
TSRMS provides a plenty of graphic tools to demonstrate query result, by which users 
can get intuitive overview about his work from different standpoint, and then draft the 
improving plans. 
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